In contrast, the role of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep during memory consolidation is unclear. The strong association between human dreaming and REM sleep raises many questions about the information content of dream states as well as the physiological function sleep is dominated by the robust theta oscillations (6-10 Hz) and EEG desynchrony that characterize the awake patterns reflecting tens of seconds to minutes of behavioral experience are reproduced during REM epiexploratory state, raising the possibility that reactivation during REM sleep may be temporally structured like sodes at an equivalent timescale. Furthermore, within such REM episodes behavior-dependent modulation awake neural activity. To investigate this, we employed a behavioral task of the subcortically driven theta rhythm is also reproduced. These results demonstrate that long temporal that produces distinct hippocampal firing patterns over extended durations and examined subsequent REM episequences of patterned multineuronal activity suggestive of episodic memory traces are reactivated during sodes for similar patterns of activity. ing both location specificity and behavioral specificity
Introduction four-trial sequence that was continuously repeated for the duration of the task ( Figure 1A ). Following acquisition The hippocampus is a region of high-level sensory convergence that is crucial to the formation and encoding of the task, electrophysiological activity was monitored during task performance (RUN) and during periods of of memories (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1993) . Extensive work in rodents has demonstrated direct behavioral corsleep immediately before and after behavior. relates of hippocampal neuronal activity, the most robust of which is the selective activation of CA1 pyramidal
Results cells at particular locations in space (place fields) (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). Consistent with a hip-
The ability to simultaneously record the activity of multipocampal role in memory encoding, these cells exhibit ple neurons enables the examination of complex patexperience-dependent reactivation during sleep that is terns of firing structure beyond pairwise firing biases. (e.g., cell 10, Figure 1B ), similar to behavioral depencontrast to studies that investigated the recurrence of multineuron spike sequences on the timescale of millidence reported in other tasks (Wiener et al., 1989; Deadwyler et al., 1996) . Note that the combination of spatial seconds to seconds (Abeles and Gerstein, 1988; Abeles et al., 1993; Nadasdy et al., 1999), we examined neural receptive fields and structured spatial behavior produces a characteristic ordered pattern of ensemble acactivity at a lower temporal resolution but over much longer durations on the order of tens of seconds to tivity ( Figure 1C ). The temporal structure within this pattern is determined by the sequence in which the animal's minutes, with individual neuron spike train data binned at 1 s resolution and Gaussian smoothed ( ϭ 1.5 s). behavior takes it through the task environment, providing within the ensemble pattern a unique signature of This degree of binning and smoothing preserves and emphasizes modulation of neuron activity that occurs at the behavioral experience. Due to the repetitive nature of the task, such patterns of activity were consistently behavioral timescales, such as place field activation, while eliminating millisecond-timescale temporal structure. repeated throughout a given session. The repeated activation of these robust patterns during a behaviorally To quantify the similarity between a RUN epoch and a given REM episode, we defined a template correlation salient task led us to hypothesize that such patterns may be good candidates for subsequent reproduction coefficient (C t ) between two multiple-neuron spiking patterns. If a spatiotemporal pattern of ensemble activity during sleep.
REM episodes were identified as periods of sleep with is represented as a matrix with the dimensions of time and cells, C t between a given REM template and RUN sustained (Ͼ60 s) increases in the local field potential theta power (quantified in the theta/delta power ratio window is analogous to the degree of overlap observed when the two matrices are superimposed. To compare and confirmed by video monitoring of immobility and sleep posture). The pattern of neuronal ensemble activthe activity from individual REM episodes to the considerably longer RUN epochs, each REM pattern was used ity over the entire duration of each identified REM window (the template) was then examined for corresponas a sliding template to identify matching patterns within the RUN epoch. As shown in Figure 2B , C t was calcudence to patterns recorded during RUN (Figure 2 ). In 
s). In addition to
To establish that observed correlations between REM and RUN patterns could not have arisen by chance identifying proper temporal alignment, evaluation of correspondence requires consideration of temporal scaling alone, the significance of C t was assessed relative to a sample distribution of shuffled-template correlation because reactivated activity during REM may be compressed or expanded compared to RUN activity. To acdata generated for each REM episode. Each REM template was randomized to create a sample of possible count for this, the correlation analysis described above was repeated at multiple temporal scaling factors (SF).
templates specific to that REM episode (n ϭ 50). The template correlation function C t was then calculated for SFs Ͼ 1 signify a slower corresponding activity during REM, while SFs Ͻ 1 signify faster activity. The result is every shuffled template to create a distribution of possible C t values for every (t,SF) point. Shuffles were pera two-dimensional correlation map of the RUN epoch, with each point C t (t,SF) signifying how strongly a segformed upon binned spike count data prior to Gaussian smoothing. Because no single shuffle procedure is comment of RUN activity centered at time t corresponds to the REM template at a given scaling factor SF. An examprehensive, we used four different shuffled C t functions, each designed to address nonspecific populationwide ple of two correlated ensemble patterns is shown in effects that could contribute to measured REM-RUN score, equivalent to the minimum (least significant) z score relative to the four shuffle distributions. Thus the correlation (Figure 4) . First, to control for the possibility that REM-RUN correlation was the result of consistent two-dimensional C t matrix is converted into a two-dimensional z score matrix describing the significance of differences in firing rate between cells, spike count data were independently shuffled within each cell, preserving correspondence between a given REM template and patterns across the RUN epoch ( Figure 5A ). While it is overall firing rate while disrupting longer timescale temporal structure within and between cells (BIN shuffle Figure 5C ). Peak correlaAt each time point and SF during RUN, the observed correlation function C t was converted into four z scores tion significance occurred at temporal scaling factors ranging from 0.55 to 2.49 (mean 1.4 Ϯ 0.6), with the relative to the individual shuffled-template distributions. Each C t value was then associated with an overall z majority (65%) of peak significance points correspond-RUN behavior, there should be no significant correlation between REM episodes and novel RUN behaviors to which the animal has never been exposed. We therefore examined three additional experiments where the animal was exposed to both the familiar RUN task as well as a novel spatial task (RUN*, Figure 6A ). These novel tasks were also spatial locomotor tasks with multiple food reinforcement points and multiple repetitions (see Experimental Procedures). When we compared prebehavioral REM episodes to these novel RUN epochs, we detected no significant correlation between them (15 REM episodes, Figure Figure 7C ). This significant differbetween two patterns of activity. The crucial question that must be asked is whether REM-RUN corresponence between REM theta values that were divided according to their alignment with RUN theta values sugdence is a specific result of behavioral experience or whether such similarity could arise due to nonspecific gests that aspects of theta oscillation modulation generated during the awake behavioral task are also patterns of activity. In this paper we have addressed this issue through the use of shuffled template variants represented during REM sleep. and the examination of REM correspondence with novel patterns of RUN activity.
Discussion
Shuffle procedures were selected to control for several potential nonspecific sources of correspondence The gradual shift in the locus of memory storage from (Figure 4) . The BIN shuffle addresses the possibility that the hippocampus to other, presumably neocortical, sites correspondence could have arisen from general equivasuggests that previously stored memories can be subselence of individual cell firing rates between REM and quently reactivated (Squire, 1992) . Here, we demon-RUN. Because both states are marked by increases in strate significant ensemble correlation between periods theta rhythmicity, cells that systematically changed firof awake behavior and REM sleep, despite the absence ing rate during theta modulated states could contribute in REM of the explicit sensorimotor cues that drive disto REM-RUN correspondence. This shuffle preserves tinct neural patterns during RUN. The existence of decirelative firing rates between cells but disrupts the tempherable mnemonic structure during REM sleep raises poral patterns that are a direct consequence of the interfurther questions regarding the neural mechanisms reaction between behavior and place specificity of firing. sponsible for such temporally structured activity, as well This type of nonspecific rate effect was also controlled as the possible role of such reactivation in processes for by the novel RUN* analyses, since both the familiar such as memory consolidation and learning. and novel behaviors generated prominent theta rhythmic activity, but significant correspondence occurred Specificity of REM-RUN Correspondence only in the familiar condition.
Analysis of REM-RUN correspondence demonstrated
A potential source of nonspecific match between RUN that the temporal patterns of individual neuronal spiking and REM is the presence of discrete episodes of characand the phase or timing of firing between different neurons established during RUN are recapitulated during teristic activity that were not related to the specific RUN 
grouped according to their alignment with RUN (H, REM theta values that aligned with RUN theta peaks; L, REM theta values that aligned with RUN theta troughs). Example H and L values depicted by red and blue arrows, respectively. (C) REM-RUN theta power correspondence in all REM episodes with significant ensemble correspondence. Each point plots the H theta power versus the L theta power for a single REM episode; values are normalized within REM episodes by the mean theta power amplitude for comparison across episodes. Under the null hypothesis of independence between REM and RUN theta power modulation, there should be no difference between H and L REM theta values calculated from template correlation-derived alignment to RUN data. (Inset) Mean H and L theta power (ϮSEM) across all REM episodes. There is a significant difference between REM H and L values (p Ͻ 0.0005, paired t test),
suggesting that aspects of theta oscillation modulation generated during the awake behavioral task are represented during REM sleep.
experience. For example, occasional bursts in synchropatterns for several reasons. First and foremost, the potential confound introduced by an underlying slow nized activity across the hippocampus can occur due to normal (large irregular activity) phenomena; the emerrhythm is periodic activation of entire subpopulations of cells, a result that is specifically controlled for within gence of such phenomena in both RUN and REM could lead to apparent correspondence driven by synchrothe shuffle analysis by the COLUMN and SWAP analyses. Second, place specificity of firing of individual cells nous population activity. Several of the shuffling procedures directly address this possibility. The SWAP shuffle clearly demonstrates that neurons were not firing in a way that simply reflected behavioral state. Place-speexchanges the identity of individual cells but maintains the time course of any populationwide modulation that cific cells fired at specific points within each trial, and cells with different place fields fired at different times; might exist. If populationwide covariance in activity is the source of apparent correspondence, the precise accordingly, RUN ensemble patterns are composed of neuronal activity with specific temporal offsets rather identity of the cell is less significant than the proper temporal alignment of all cells in the ensemble during than phasic activation of the entire ensemble ( Figure  1) . Template correspondence depends then on not just these discrete events. The COLUMN shuffle preserves the ensemble structure of activity within discrete winperiodic activation within the REM episode but periodic activation with correct temporal offsets, a result that is dows but alters the temporal order of these windows. Correspondence resulting from the appearance of disnot easily explained by an underlying slow rhythm. While existence of slow rhythms that also imposed consistent crete events would be preserved in this shuffle while patterns that are dependent upon the temporal ordering phase relationships between the firing patterns of different neurons during both RUN and REM cannot be ruled of events across windows, such as patterns of placerelated firing, would be disrupted. out, such activity has never been demonstrated and would be extremely difficult to reconcile with the obSlow rhythmic modulation of population neural activity, such as the cortical slow oscillation, is known to served spatial specificity (place fields) of individual neurons. occur during sleep. Another possible nonspecific explanation for the observed match between RUN and REM The examination of novel RUN* behaviors further demonstrates the dependence of REM-RUN corresponpatterns is that such broad fluctuations in overall neural activity during RUN could match nonspecific slow rhythdence on the specific patterns of ensemble activity generated during experience in the familiar testing envimicities expressed during REM. However, such slow fluctuations are not likely to account for the observed ronment. We examined several tasks where similar periodicities in behavior were produced due to the repetitive correspondence between specific ensemble spiking nature of the task. To explicitly control for the possibility and acquisition of certain memory paradigms requires that changes in apparatus might produce subtle alter-REM sleep hours to days after learning (Smith, 1995) . ations in behavior that would impair REM match, we
The apparent difference in the robustness of reactivation examined a control task in which the animal simply albetween pre-and postbehavioral REM episodes may tered the pattern of starting and stopping locations while either reflect a simple difference in the quality of REM still remaining on the familiar apparatus (RUN*3) . This between these periods that consequently limits the expreserves the overall quality of behavior (circular, peripression of reactivation or may reflect differences in the odic running) as well as the general periodicity ‫51ف(‬ s processing of mnemonic information within the sleep per trial) but significantly alters the precise pattern of cycle. While present data suggests a difference in REM neural activity by proceeding through a different sereactivation during these periods, further study will be quence of locations within the apparatus. The clear difrequired to evaluate the significance of this effect. ference in the degree of correspondence between REM patterns and any and all of these novel conditions ( 
